Secondary Impact (A Dr. Danny Tilson Novel Book 4)
Neurosurgeon Dr. Danny Tilson is engrossed in a college basketball game when a player gets knocked down, slamming his head on the court. The athlete is his daughter's boyfriend and after suffering a second blow to his head he lies in a coma. Danny is shocked when his daughter, Annabel, criticizes his care of the guy she loves...but then he wonders: Is existing medical treatment for certain head injuries good enough? Despite obstacles from Annabel and his old nemesis Rachel, Danny brainstorms to develop new technology...something so revolutionary it could improve patient care after traumatic head injuries forever! Although the Dr. Danny Tilson Novels are a series and the characters are best appreciated by reading the books in sequence, each book can stand alone.

Book One: Operation Neurosurgeon
Book Two: Silent Fear: a Medical Mystery (also an audiobook)
Book Three: Collateral Circulation: a Medical Mystery (also an audiobook)
Book Four: Secondary Impact

If you enjoy the Dr. Danny Tilson Novels, a spinoff character - his daughter Annabel - now has her own series of medical adventures during medical school:
The Dr. Annabel Tilson Novels

Book One: Dead Still

Author’s Website: http://BarbaraEbel.weebly.com

Other books by 'Doctor Barbara:'
Outcome, a Novel
Younger Next Decade: Over Fifty, the Transitional Decade, and What You Need to Know

The Chester the Chesapeake children’s book series for adult and children dog lovers:
Chester the Chesapeake - Book One
Chester the Chesapeake: Summertime - (Book Two)
Chester the Chesapeake: Wintertime - (Book Three)
Chester the Chesapeake: My Brother Buck - (Book Four)
Chester the Chesapeake: The Three Dogs of Christmas - (Book Five)
The Chester the Chesapeake Trilogy (eBook only)

Chester the Chesapeake’s website: http://dogbooksforchildren.weebly.com

*****REVIEW for Secondary Impact: “By now it should be evident to prior fans that the words ‘Dr. Danny Tilson novel’ actually promise a medical story well on par with the best works of Robin Cook and other notables; ...Secondary Impact isn’t just about the outcome of a sports injury or a creative surgeon’s abilities: it’s about the outcomes of many stormy relationships and, ultimately, about new life and new beginnings ...Powered by solid protagonists, a touch of intrigue, and a host of complex interpersonal relationships, the novel stays true to its characters throughout and is highly recommended ...Diane Donovan, Editor and Senior Reviewer

MWBR (Midwest Book Review)
The subject of this novel is very interesting because a few months ago, I watched a documentary on the ongoing effect of head injuries in sports such as football and basketball. The effects of inner brain trauma experienced has not been on the agenda of coaches who usually send the player back onto the field as quickly as possible. As a result, sportsmen’s lives have been impacted in later years by ongoing brain damage which may manifest itself in memory loss and other impairment. Barbara Ebel’s neurosurgeon, Danny Tilson, is on the ball in this excellent medical plot. His daughter, Annabel’s boyfriend, suffers what is seemingly a minor knock out during a basketball game. At first there doesn’t appear to be any damage, but Danny tells the youth not to play basketball AT ALL. Annabel, who knows very well that her father has issued this edict, stands by while the boyfriend, disregarding the advice of her father, plays basketball with his mates and of course gets injured again. This rather silly girl then blames her father for what happens, but this is cleverly used to set up the climax of the plot. I am hoping that Dr Ebel is working on the plot for another Danny Tilson story because this saga is far from over!

Barb Ebel has written yet another great book in the Dr. Danny Tilson series. It’s fill with interesting medical facts that really fit into our current time and a twist that will keep you on the edge of your seat. Thanks Barb, please keep writing more and more as we have fallen in love with this series.
Unfortunate young student gets hit in the head, twice, in a basketball game causing seizures. His girl friends father who is a neurosurgeon comes to the circuitous rescue after trying drugs and finally a surgical implant that ends the horrible seizure activity. Dr. Tilson is a good family man who loves his wife, dog, family but was snared into a love affair with a bimbo who just won't let go!

This is book 3 of a series. It deals with the family and all the complications that could go wrong. Your going to love this journey.

Download to continue reading...


Dmca